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Abstract 
Affix agreement is a common ·morphological phenomen9n in which a 
grammatical constituent displays an affix that matches the agreement features 
(person, number, gender, etc.) of another constituent. Register Vector Grammar 
(RVG) is an architecture for natural language parsing that operates in real-time 
using fixed finite resources. I propose enhancements to the RVG processor that 
enable processing of affix agreement within these design constraints. Changes 
to the lexicon definition will provide the grammar writer with complete 
flexibility to define the agreement features of the language and the possible 
values for these features. New run-time data structures will hold agreement 
vectors of grammatical elements already processed. New syntactic actions test 
for agreement between these grammatical elements. Several examples are 
provided to illustrate the operation of these new features and actions. These 
design enhancements allow for · a flexible yet efficient representation of affix 
agreement processing in the RVG system. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Register Vector Grammar is an architecture for natural language parsing 
first proposed in [Blank 89]. The RVG system comprises a lexicon compiler, a 
grammar compiler, and a run-time parsing engine. The RVG system allows a 
grammar writer to create a lexicon source file and a grammar source file for the 
language or language subset under study, compile these file to RVG. internal 
data format, and run the parser against input sentences using the compiled 
files. Details of the current RVG system are provided in [Blank 89]. 
The main theoretical thrust of the RVG parsing system is that natural 
language can be parsed in real-time using fixed finite resources. Real-time lan-
guage processing performance is observable in h11man behavior. The effects of 
limited short-te1m memory on such phenomena as center-embedding and 
processing of ambiguous structures are also observable. Furthermore, many of 
the structural elements of natural languages form small, closed classes (of 
pronouns, affixes, grammatical roles, prepositions). These closed classes sug-
gest fixed dimensions of a processing architecture. The design goal of the RVG 
system is to model these architecture and processing constraints, and at the 
same achieve real-time processing performance. 
A corollary to the principle of fixed, finite resources is that complexities in 
natural language should not be hidden in an explosion of the grammar size. 
Components of the processor architecture should work to avoid redundancy in 
the grammar rules (e.g. for processing a noun phrase in different grammatical 
roles). The GPSG model, in which metarules and base rules combine to 
generate huge object grammars, is not acceptable as a perforinance architecture 
(the GPSG model makes no commitment to fixed finite resources in performance 
anyway). 2 
/" 
For the same reason, simple finite automata are not acceptable because of 
,, 
. ·. 
the multiplication of states and transitions needed to model phrase embedding · 
and discontinuous constraints in general. RVG complicates the simplicity of 
finite automata in order to eliminate systematic sources of redundancy. The 
challenge is to eliminate redundancy without unnecessarily increasing computa-
tional complexity. 
The major features of the RVG architecture embody the principle of fixed 
finite resources. The ternary vector state engine is a modified FSA; there is no 
unbounded stack. Ternary vectors allow propagation of discontinuous gram-
matical constraints, which reduces grammar size. The boundary backtracking .,, .. 
feature allows the state engine to backtrack only to a fixed number of registers, 
limiting non-determinism. These registers are pre-defined in the grammar and 
are motivated by salient positions in syntactic structure. See [Blank 89]. for 
details. 
In this thesis I describe extensions to the current RVG processor to sup-
port affix agreement and grammatical roles. Affix agreement occurs widely 
throughout the world's natural languages, and can play a role in constraining 
search during parsing. Grammatical role structures are needed to support affix 
agreement; they also provide the foundation for semantic interpretation. In the 
following sections I will review affix agreement and grammatical roles in 
general terms, then focus on their implementation in the RVG system. I will 
also pursue a further analysis of the boundary structures of RVG bo11ndary 
backtracking, and the relationship between boundaries and grammatical roles. 
>!., ,c 
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2 AFFIX AGREEMENT 
Affix agreement occurs when a language requires that two or more con-
stituents agree for some feature, and at least one constituent is explicitly 
marked by an inflectional affix. In the word dogs, the root form is dog and -s is 
an affix indicating PLURAL. Thus in the phrase the tbree dogs, the words 
three and dogs agree because three as an adjective requires PLURAL and 
dogs indicates PLURAL. In contrast, the phrase the three dog is grammati-
cally incorrect. 
2.1 Types of Affix Agreement 
At first glance, the world's languages display a dazzling confusion of affix 
agreement phenomena. I will provide just a few examples for us to begin with. 
2.1.1 Examples of Affix Agreement 
In English, subject-verb agreement occurs for PERSON and NUMBER: 
I saa the boat. 
(1) Ba sees the boat. 
They see the boat. 
Agreement between the verb and the direct object occurs in Spanish when 
the direct object is definite and h11man ([Givon 79] p.363): 
1e-vi a Juan ayer. 
(2) him-saw-I DAT John yesterday. 
':C saw John yesterday.' 
\.-,' 
Lehmann [Lehmann 88] provides an example from Abkhaz of the verb 
agreeing with its absolutive, ergative, and indirect object actants (Lehmann 
p.57): 
(sara)· a-x c'-k a 
'(3) I ART-chi1d-PL 
0-r -s-to-yt' 
4 
a-s q '-k a 
AR.~-book-PL 
\ 
ABS.3-DAT.3.PL-BRG.1.SG-gi.ve.DYR-F:cN 
'% gi.ve the books to ·the chi1dren.' 
In Latin, adjectives display case agreement with the noun (Givon p.375): 
(4) 
vi.r bonus puero . bono . 
man-ROM good-BON boy-DAT good-DAT 
1il>rum bon,nn daclit 
book-ACC good-ACC gave 
'The good man gave the good boy 
a good book. ' 
The adjective displays definiteness agreement with the noun in Hebrew 
([Barlow 88] p~5): 
i.sha tov-a axat 
(5) woman good-l'CN.SG one-1'1:M.SG 
'a good woman' 
ha-i.sha ha-tov-a 
the-wonean the-good-FEM. SG 
'the good woman' 
Finally, in Swahili, gender/class/number agreement occurs throughout the 
noun phrase and extends even into the relative clause (Givan p.373): 
ki.-le ki-kapu ch-angu ki-dogo amba-cho ki.-ma-vunji.lca 
(6) the basket mine small REL i.t-PZRl'-b:r:aak 
'.that smal1 basket 0£ mine that broke . .. ' 
vi-le vi.-kapu vy-angu vi.-dogo •mba-vyo vi.-me-vunji.lca 
the baskets mine small · :REL thay-PBRl'-braak 
'those sma-11 baskets 0£ mi ne that broke . .. ' 
2.1.2 Internal vs. External Agreemef t 
. Lehmann divides all agreement phenomena into two classes, · which he 
calls internal agreement and external agreement. Internal agreement refers to 
those situations where a deter,i,iner or adjective agrees with the NP of which it 
5· 
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is a part. This class also includes some less common phenomena such as agree-
ment of a relative clause with its NP or of a possessor NP 'With its NP. Ex-
. 
arnples (4), (5), and (6) above illustrate internal agreement. Lehmann pointedly 
defines internal agreement as agreement of a constituent with its NP, not with 
the head noun, and provides an interesting example in support of his argument 
(Lehmann p.58): 
, · tri. svetlye komnaty 
Ife explains: 
three.NON.PL 1ight.HOM.PL room.GEN.SG 
'three light rooms' 
In Russian, the lower n11merals take their semantic head noun as a genitive 
attribute in the singular. Nevertheless such an NP is gxammatically plural, as 
becomes evident when it includes an adjective attribute: the adjective ... shows 
nominative plural and thus agrees with its NP, not with its head noun .. . 
Agreement that refers to an NP outside the agreeing term, such as ex-
amples (1), (2), and (3), Lehmann calls external agreement. External agreement 
most commonly occurs between the verb and its NP arguments, but Lehmann 
provides agreement examples of a possess11m with its possessor NP, and of a 
postposition with its complement (both from the Abkhaz language). 
Lehmann concludes that "all agreement refers to an NP" - both internal 
and external agreement. Internal agreement co-references the agreeing word 
with its NP; external agreement references an external NP from the agreeing 
word. 
2.1.3 Agreement Hierarchies 
Givon and Lehmann both propose hierarchies of case-roles which help to 
delineate the occurrence of external agreement. Both suggest grammatical role · 
hierarchies of ·sUBJ > D-OBJ · > IND-OBJ. Givon displays an analogous 
6 
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nominative/accusative case-role hierarchy, while · Lehmann provides . an· 
ergative/absolutive hierarchy. Givon claims the_ hierarchy indicates the increas-
ing likelihood of explicit external agreement occurring (for a given language) on 
the more centrally important roles - those higher on the scale - because of the 
important place topicality has in agreement phenomena. 
Lehmann's stronger claim is that any language which displays external 
agreement for some role on the hierarchy will also. display agreement for all 
higher roles. He points out the tendency of external agreement to be in com-
plementary distribution with case marking within a language. Each serves an 
. 
important, but opposite, informational function: agreement specifies a related 
constituent, leaving the relation between it and the agreeing term implicit, 
while case marking specifies the relation, leaving the related constituent im-
plicit. 
2.2 Eight Points of Inquiry 
Barlow suggests eight points of inquiry which must be addressed by any 
thorough study of agreement. Though I consider tbis project to be less a study 
of agreement than the creation of an architecture or environment for the study 
of agreement, nevertheless the design choices that we make for the RVG agree-
ment system will have some theoretical implications. Because we propose the 
·• RVG system as a universal platform for building natural language grammars 
and parsers, the design choices that we make are implicitly (if not explicitly - as 
-in the 'fixed, finite resources' argument) hypotheses about the universal struc-
ture of natural language. If the RVG agreement system is structured such that 
some hypothetical linguistic activity cannot be modeled in the grammar, then 
RVG is either admitting of a certain limitation relative to NL parsing, or is pos-
7 
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tulating that this linguistic activity is proscribed by some universal constraint 
· on natural languages; 
With this in mind, I hope to design an agreement system for RVG which 
places as few constraints as possible on the grammar writer. The greater the 
flexibility of the RVG agreement system, the more freedom the grammar writer 
has to pursue different theories of the nature and structure of agreement 
phenomena in some specific implementations. 
At the same time, tbis agreement system must be kept small and simple 
to adhere to the overarching RVG dictum of fixed finite resources. We also do 
not want to burden the grammar writer with a complex and cumbersome system 
for creating linguistic models of natural language. 
It is in the context of these competing design goals that I would like to 
highlight Barlow's eight points of inquiry, for they are the dimensions of 
•"'·"'' freedom that the grammar writer may explore. I offer here Barlow's points of 
inquiry, condensed versions of his definitions of each, and my comments where 
appropriate. At the conclusion of this paper, I will return to these points and 
review the implications of the proposed agreement system design with regard to 
them. 
(1) Domain -- what kinds of e1ements agree with 
what k.inds of e1ements in what kinds 
of grao+natic:a1 confi.gurat.ions 
Here we must define the scope of what we consider to be agreement phenomena. 
Unfortunately, the limits of affix agreement are not always clear. Separating 
affix agreement from similar or related linguistic phenomena can be difficult. 
8 
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Two such phenomena that we will not · c de in this project are semantic agree-
ment and anaphora agreement. 
Affix agreement is to be distinguished from semantic agreement (or selec-
tional restriction), which occurs when constituents or their semantic forms must 
agree for some set of semantic features. For example, the sentence 
'lha ca2:penter pounded the nai1s with a hammer 
presents no difficulties (other than its triteness), whereas 
'lhe c&J:P9nter pounded the nai1s with a sneeze 
violates a semantic agreement constraint which expects an INSTRUMENT 
where it finds the word sneeze. The s~ntence is grammatically correct; 
however, we are at a loss as to its meaning. 
The distinction between affix agreement and semantic agreement will not 
always be clear because there will often be some overlap between the sets of 
affix features and semantic features. For example, ANIMATE is an important 
semantic feature, but it is also used as an affix feature in some languages. 
Anaphoric agreement occurs when an anaphoric pronoun agrees with its 
antecedent, e.g.: 
John was hungry, so he ate a second ha1ping. 
Here the anaphoric pronoun he agrees with its antecedent John in PERSON, 
NUMBER, and GENDER. Some ]ing,iists consider tbis to be part of one 
0 
phenomenon called grammatical agreement, along with affix agreement. The 
djfficulty is that in order to check the agreement, we must first deterix,ine the 
antecedent of the anaphoric pronoun, which is not at all a trivial problem. 
Processing anaphoric agre~ment is beyond the scope of this thesis &J?d will not 
be discussed further. 
9 
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(2) l'eatm:es -- i.n what properties may gra11+11at:ica1 
elements agree· 
These would be the agreement categories· ·such as PER.$0N, NUMBER, 
GENDER, CASE, DEFINITENESS, ANIMACY that we see agreement match-
ing -occurring for in various languages. 
(3) Di.recti.onali.ty -- which element is the "controller" 
and which is the ''target", or .is 
agreement non-directional? 
Does the verb agree with the subject, the subject agree with the verb, or do they 
agree with each other? 
(4) Strictness -- how exactly do the agreeing sets of 
categories match up? 
Issues that arise here can include partial matching of agreement features, or 
languages that allow or even require feature mismatches or reversals -- "typified 
by the Semitic pattern of the numerals '3' to '10' taking the opposite gender of 
the noun they are in construction with." [Barlow 88] 
(5) Conflict -- when two or more patterns of agreement 
are in conflict, what kinds of "resolution 
rules" operate? 
The most common example of agreement conflict is when two nouns in a subject 
conjunction have opposite features -- e.g. for gender -- and the language requires 
verb agreement for that feature. If one noun is MASC and one FEM in a com-
pound subject, should the verb be marked MASC or FEM (or NEUTER?). Dif-
ferent languages may have different rules which provide different answers to 
tbis question .. 
10 
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Conflict as defmed here is quite different fr9m agreement failure -- when 
two constituents fail to agree: 
* '!he boy si.ng. 
I 
Agreement failure results merely in an ungrammatical sentence. Agreement 
conflict occurs when one of the constituents, e.g. SUBJECT, provides conflicting 
agreement info1mation to the other agreement constituent ([Corbett 88] p.43): 
ta streha, okno in gnezdo pod 
that.FEN roof.l'EM window.NEUT and nast.N&OT under 
njim mi bodo ostali vi spominu 
it me.DAT will.PL remain.MASC.PL in memory 
'That roof, window, and the nest under it 
will remain in my memory. ' 
Here the compound ~JECT has one FEM element and two NEUT elements. 
Following the resolution rules of Slovenian grammar, the verb shows MASC · 
agreement. Corbett (p.43) reports that the Slovenian gender resolution rules 
are: 
1) If all conjuncts are feminine, then 
the feminine form is used; 
2) otherwise the masculine form is used. 
• 
The important issue here is that all languages that have agreement most 
likely have these sorts of resolution rules, because conflict can occur whenever a 
compound constituent is constructed. The resolution rules themselves may vary 
widely from language to language. 
(6) Variation -- under what ci.rc,,mstances are there 
a1ternative agreement options? 
In some languages, there will be alternative agreement patterns that are al-
lowed in certain 'circumstances. These often arise in the conflict situations 
described above. 
11 
Here is an example of a conjoined subject where the elements are not in . 
conflict, yet there is still variation, or choice, in the agreement (Corbett p.25): 
prepodava1is' i.. fizika 
taught . PL. R crL mathe ,natics . n:11 ~ SG and physics . l'DI. SG 
'Mathematics and Physics we~e taught.' 
prepodavalas' matematilca i fizika 
taught . l'EM. SG. RC&'L math euaatics . l'DI. SG and physics . l'.&:M. SG 
'Matheu,atics and Physics were taught . ' 
The predicate may show either plural or feminine-singular agreement with the 
conjoined subject. 
(7) Function -- what syntactic, se,uantic, or pragmatic 
£unctions may agreement serve? 
Various explanations have been put forth of the function that affix agreement 
serves in language. Barlow offers a brief review of these theories in bis intro-
duction (p.17). Some ling,iists complain of the uselessness or superfluousness of 
agreement. Some point to its diachronic origins (see below), and suggest that 
any syn.chronic functions are secondary. Some see in it an important referential 
function, identifying an associated noun phrase. Barlow adds his own fanciful 
suggestion to the list (p.18): 
... no one seems to have considered the playful, poetic, aesthetic use of lan-
guage, which is probably of considerable importance in the evolution and ac· 
quisition of language as well as contributing to the creative, system-building 
side of language. It might well be worth exploring the possibility that agree-
. ment persists and even spreads in response to the same kind of factors at work 
· in the conventionalization and persistence of rhymed word-pairs, prose 
rhythms, patterned repititions, and the like. 
(8) Change -- what a:,a the diachronic sources of 
(. 
systems· of agreement? 
Givon has prese~ted the theory that subject-verb agreement evolves. from 
pronouris (p.353): 
' .. -~- ' - ' _. -~-·--~- ·-----. --· 
Diachronically, independent pronouns may become de-stressed and cliticized, 
and unstressed/clitic pronouns eventually become agreement inflections on the 
verb. 
12 
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Barlow points out that this theory does not apply t.o all for,,,s of agreement 
. 
. (p.18), and Givon concurs, stating that "the diachronic process via which head-
modifier agreement arises has not yet been investigated in any depth." (p.375) 
One possibility that the RVG system will allow is that of modeling dif-
ferent stages in the evolution of a language. Any single grammar written in the 
RVG system provides only a synchronic snapshot of a language. However, one 
could construct alternative grammars to represent different stages of the lan-
guage -- e.g. for modeling the evolution of independent prono11ns · to cliticized 
pronouns to affix agreement. Thus, Givon's theory could perhaps be given 
added weight through the construction of concrete grammatical models illustrat-
ing the proposed process. In this sense RVG could certainly be used as a tool for 
modeling theories of diachronic change. 
2.3 Req11irements for RVG 
I hope the examples provided so far in this thesis have convinced you that 
affix agreement is a phenomenon that occurs in many fo1ms throughout the 
world's languages. Its very ubiquitousness makes it an 11navoidable issue for 
any project (such as RVG) that aspires to provide general natural language 
parsing capabilities. Parsers that duck issues of affix agreement are not provid-
ing an accurate model of natural language. Affix agreement is a "syntactic glue" 
holding together various structural elements of a sentence. Sentences some-
times could not be constructed without it; they should not be parsed without it 
either. 
One simple way to model affix agreement is to explode the grammar size. 
That is, to model SUBJECTNERB agreement in NUl\IBER, we create two 
13 
SUBJECT-VERB parsing rules for each one we had before: one 1:o parse a SIN-
GULAR SUBJECT and SmGULAR VERB, and another to parse a PLURAL 
SUBJECT and PLURAL VERB. For agglutinative languages such as Arabic, we 
· would have to multiply the n11mber of rules for each agreement category, be-
cause these languages use a separate affix for each agreement feature. That is, 
to add gender agreement to our example, our two rules would become four: one 
each for MASC.SG, FEM.SG, MASC.PL, and FEM.PL subject-verb agreement. 
Clearly this type of combinatorial expansion is unacceptable. Even portman-
teau languages would show an undesirable degree of redundancy in parsing 
rules that tried to handle affix agreement directly. 
What we would like to do is im.plemei;i.t new structures in the parser which 
will allow agreement to be handled in a general way. At the same time, 
however, we must not violate the RVG philosophy of fixed, finite resources. 
Too many (in fact, nearly all) existing proposals allow 11nbo11nded 
resources for processing. ATNs permit an arbitrary n11mber of registers, and 
DCGs allow arbitrary lists of agreement features as rule parameters. I main-
tain that agreement features can be processed using fixed finite resources and . 
tight computational constraints. Though different natural languages may use 
different agreement features, for any given language the agreement features 
make up a small fixed set. Likewise, for each agreement feature the values it 
can have make up a small fixed set. Thus, for a particular language, the agree-
ment information can be compiled into fixed structures in the grammar and lex-
icon. There is no need for unbounded resources to process agreement; fixed and 
finite structures will suffice. 
14 
Along with the 'fixed and finite' design goal, I also wish to place as few 
constraints as possible on the grammar writer, except in those cases where 
there is theoretical justification for constraints. Again, I will focus on the eight 
points discussed in the previous section as being the critical issues to address, 
both in the RVG environment and for the grammar writer. 
Finally, I have already mentioned Lebmann's argument that NPs are at 
the center of all agreement phenomena, and th.at the NPs most central t,o the 
structure of the sentence will be the ones marked for agreement. These NPs 
correspond to the arguments of the predicate, and to the traditional grammati-
cal roles: SUBJECT, DIRECT OBJECT, and INDIRECT OBJECT.· The im-
plication of Lehmann's reasoning is that grammatical roles are central and criti-
cal in the phenomenon of affix agreement. 
15 
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Grammatical roles are elements of surface syntactic structure that relate 
each predicate to its arguments. Grammatical roles have names that cor-
respond to traditional grammatical relations, e.g., for English, PRED, SUBJ, 
OBJ, TOPIC, TENSE, NP, NPMOD. Via these names, actions associated with 
syntactic productions will have access to information about agreement and 
pieces of semantic interpretation. 
The current RVG system provides only a ~ear trace of production firings 
as its completed parse. To implement affix agreement processing, we must en-
hance the parser to create and maintain grammatical role info1mation. , We 
need to be able to store agreement inforxiaation in a grammatical role in order to 
be able to impose constraints on another grammatical role la~r in the parsing 
process. For example, if we are parsing the sentence Those three dogs in the 
yard chase everyone we need to save information about the noun phrase 
those three dogs (such as the fact that it is PLURAL) in a grammatical role (in 
this case, the SUBJECT). This will enable us to check NUMBER agreement 
when we parse the VERB chase. 
Notice that the intervening noun phrase in the yard may require some 
affix agreement processing of its own - i.e. agreement processing is not neces-
sarily continuous and linear. We need to be able to impose discontinuous con-
straints on the input depending on the agreement features. In this case, 
however, we will handle the discontinuous constraints by using the grammatical 
role structures, rather than the ternary vector of the syntactic state register 
(The ternary state vector provides for elegant.processing of discontinuous con-
str~ints - see [Blank 89] - however, as we discussed earlier, we do not want to · · 
16 
process agreement directly in the state grammar. Therefore we choose to use 
grammatical role ·structures instead.) 
In most parsers, grammatical roles hold syntactic structures -- parse trees 
or directed acyclic graphs (DAGs). A complete structural map of the input is 
constructed and annotated with features. At the opposite extreme, some resear-
chers (especially Schank and his students) preferto do away with the overhead 
of syntax altogether and proceed directly to conceptual analysis. The RVG sys-
tem seeks a middle ground, where a highly efficient syntax, n1nning in small 
linear time, directly guides semantic analysis. Syntax can provide strong and 
inexpensive constraints on the potentially vast knowledge-base search needed 
for direct conceptual analysis. 
Unlike most syntactic parsers, RVG does not build syntactic trees (or 
DAGs) and th.en transform them into a "deeper" semantic form. An RVG parser 
maps sentences directly into semantic fo1m. Grammatical roles do not hold syn-
tactic trees decorated by feature structures; rather they are just subscripts into 
discourse referential structures containing information about semantics and 
agreement. 
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The previous section reviewed how grammatical roles are traditionally 
viewed in parsing systems and how they are viewed in the RVG system (the 
logical design). This section will elaborate on how grammatical roles fit into the 
physical design of the RVG data structures. 
4.1 Bo11ndaries and Grammatical Roles 
Boundary backtracking was proposed in [Blank 89] as a mechanism for 
providing limited parsing backtracking using fixed finite resources. The current 
parsing state is saved in a boundary register for possible future backtracking 
only at pre-defined points in the grammar. 
Boundary registers are fixed in number, and saving the current state in a 
register may cause the loss of information about an earlier backtracking state. 
Boundary points have been loosely defined as "salient positions in the syntactic 
structure", and a tentative set of boundaries for English was proposed in [Blank 
89]; however, the appropriate set of criteria for deteri,,ining boundaries has 
remained an open question. Possible criteria for establishing boundaries may 
include conjunction and adjunction phenomena. Garden path sentences (such 
as "The horse raced past the barn fell." or "The prime n11mber few.") provide 
information about inputs the processor should NOT band.le (to mimic h11rnan 
performance); thus back.tracking activity and possible boundaries appear to be 
restricted. 
We now propose that the boundaries of boundary backtracking are 
motivated by and co-incident to the grammatical roles of syntactic structure. 
Boundaries occur at the points where the RVG parser can identify a grammati.-
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cal role, and saving a boundary automatically causes the creation of an equiv-
alent grammatical role. Thus, when the parser recognizes the SUBJECT role, it 
will save the current parsing state in the SUBJECT boundary (for backtracking) 
along with all the SUBJECT grammatical role information. The SUBJECT 
grammatical role is saved in the boundary; and when SUBJECT grammatical 
role information is needed later (for agreement or semantic interpretation) it is 
accessed through the boundary as well. We will see a more concrete example of 
this later in this thesis. 
4.2 RVG Data Structures 
The major data structure used by the RVG parser (aside from the gram-
mar and lexicon). is the set of boundary registers (Figure 1). The bo11ndary 
registers constitute a named set identified by the grammar writer in the source 
grammar. Each boundary register is composed of the following sub-structures: 
the SynState, the References, and the Gramrole. 
The SynState is the syntactic state register, itself composed of three levels 
of ternary state vectors (see [Blank 89] for details of the structure and principles 
of ternary vectors). The vector at Clauselevel O maintains the current parse 
state of the main clause; the other levels are used to parse embedded clauses. 
The References are a priority queue of structures that maintain infor-
mation about the entities mentioned in the discourse of utterances. Specifically, 
each Reference contains an agreement vector (explained in the next section) and 
a pointer to semantic inforn1ation for RVG semantics [Kreider 90]. The Refer-
ence queue contains a fixed n11rnber of Reference structures. When no more 
unused structures are available, the least recently referenced structure is 
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Figure 1: RVG Run-Time Data Structures 
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"recycled" for a new discourse entity. Thus, old references can eventually be lost 
(and would then have to be ''re-activated" as a new structure if they re-appear in 
the discourse). 
The Gramrole contains an index to a specific Reference. The Reference it 
indexes is exactly that Reference which describes the discourse entity filling tbis 
grammatical role at the current state in the discourse. That is, the Gramrole in 
the SUBJ boundary will index the Reference containing information about the 
entity which is the grammatical subject at the current point in the discourse. 
Thus, the Gramrole provides access to the appropriate Reference for agreement 
. and semantic actions. Note the correspondence of Gramroles with Boundaries: 
there is exactly one Gram.role for each Boundary. 
4.3 Grammatical Role Actions 
The data structures design illustr2tes the close association of grammatical 
roles with boundaries. Grammatical roles can provide theoretical justification 
for certain constraints on boundary register activity. Each boundary will be as-
sociated with only one position in the left-to-right (for English) processing order, 
because grammatical roles are associated with a 11nique entity in the input. The 
processor will only save a boundary when it has unambiguously recognized a 
grammatical role -- e.g. only save the SUBJ boundary when it has seen a tense 
affix and the head of an unmarked NP. These constraints impose greater dis-
cipline than [Blank 89], which allowed save actions to occur anywhere in the 
grammar. 
Conversely, grammatical roles are bound only at boundaries. Saving a 
boundary also binds the corresponding grammatical role to a specific Reference. 
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There should be no need to change this binding until the boundary is re-used 
' (e.g. the NP boundary may be re-used several times in parsing··an input sen-
tence). Therefore, roles are bound only when boundaries are saved, and ar-
bitrary actions to change a role binding are not allowed. Note that the values in 
the Reference may change - e.g. an agreement action may refine a Reference's 
affix vector. 
We have enhanced the syntax of the actions in the RVG grammar to sup-
port this new boundaries/roles design. The sa~e action itself is unchanged: 
save boundary 
This action saves the current state (SynState, References, and Gramrole from 
the CURR boundary) into the named boundary. The boundary must be one that 
was defined by the grammar writer in the gramroles section. The save action 
is used to capture a snapshot of the current parsing state for possible later use 
by the boundary backtracking mechanism. 
We have defmed a new action for grammatical role assignment with the 
following syntax· 
gramrolel := gramrole2 
This action copies the index of gramrole2 into gramrolel, where gramrolel can 
be any of the labels listed in the grarnroles section and wamrole2 can be any of 
these plus CURR. As a result of this action, these two graroroles will now co-
index the same Reference. To enforce the design requirement that gramrole 
binding should be co-incident with boundary saving, the grammar assembler 
will require that a gramrole assignment action occur in an action list following a 
save action to the boundary with the same label as gramrolel. 
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Finally, we have defined another new action to set the CURR gram.role to 
a new Reference: 
newref 
This action fmds an unused Reference (or recycles an old, one), clears its agree-
ment vector, assigns it a new semantic memory entry, and sets the CURR gram-
role to index that Reference. This action is needed when a new entity will be 
processed. 
Here is an example of how these actions can be used: 
save SUBJ 
SUBJ:= NP 
newref 
The first action copies the entire CURR register to the SUBJ ret~ter ( overwrit-
ing any previous values -- this is the boundedness of boundary backtracking). 
The next action copies the NP gramrole value to the SUBJ grarorole. The SUBJ 
grarorole now accesses the Reference that the NP gramrole has been indexing. 
The third action sets the CURR gram.role to a new value so that it is indexing an 
empty Reference. This allows the parser to begin putting information about a 
new entity into th.is Reference. 
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5 IMPLEMENTING AFFIX AGREEM ~'N'f IN RVG 
AB we discussed earlier, affix agreement occurs on a small number of fea-
tures, each feature having a small n11mber of possible values. This will allow us 
to model agreement under the RVG 'fixed, finite' philosophy. We want the 
parameters of the RVG agreement system bound when the grammar and lexicon 
source files are assembled, so that at run-time the parser can perforn1 simple 
efficient operations on fIXed finite length data. On the other hand, we want the 
user interface to be friendly and straight-forward, freeing the grammar writer 
from mundane low-level data structuring tasks. Let us now examine each of 
these issues. 
5.1 The Affix Agreement Vector 
First, the grammar writer must defme the set of agreement features for 
the language, and the possible values for each feature1. This will be done in the 
morph section, using braces to delimit the values of one agreement feature. 
For example: 
morph { SNG PL} { FIRST SECOND THIRD} 
would define agreement values for NUMBER and PERSON in English. When 
defining this morphological/agreement information, we m~y find that we have 
additional morphological features that are not used for agreement. For ex-
ample, we may want to have a feature indicating GENITIVE. We can add a 
feature to our morph section, but not inside braces: 
morph { SNG PL} { FIRST SECOND THIRD} GEN 
The feature values inside braces are mutually exclusive, and are used for agree-
ment operations. Any features outside the braces are independent, and are used 
11 will use the term agreement features to mean person, number, ~d such, and .agreement feature values to mean singular, plural, etc. In the literature the terminology of agreement categories and agreement features is sometimes used. 
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to carry additional morphological information about the lexical entry. These ad-
ditional features are most commonly used to constrain production Ining (ex-
plained below). 
The RVG assembler will convert the morphological/agreement information 
that the user has defmed into an internal representation suitable for efficient 
processing. This representation will be a bitvector such that agreement between 
two lexical entries can be checked merely by intersecting their bitvectors. It is 
important that we have simple, efficient agreement operations to majntain the 
RVG design principles. To achieve this, the assembler must defme one bit in 
the internal bitvector for each unique combination of one feature value from 
each of the feature sets. In addition, one bit will be assigned to each of the ad-
ditional, "non .. agreement" morphological features. 
For example, for the morph section defmed above, the RVG assembler 
4 
will create the following internal bitvector representation: 
bit 0: SNG-1':CRST 
bit 1: SNG-SECOND 
bit 2: SNG-TB:IRD 
bit 3: PL-1':cRST 
bit 4: PL-SECOND 
bit 5: PL-THI:RD 
bit 6: GEN 
In this case, bit O represents the value SNG of the agreement feature 
NUMBER, and the value FIRST of the agreement feature PERSON. Each of 
the first six bits represents one combination of agreement feature values; 
together the six bits represent all possible combinations. This allows any type of 
agreement constraint for NUMBER and PERSON to be represented by turning 
ON or OFF the appropriate bits. 
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A bitvector representing "singular" would rhave the bits SNG-FIRST, 
. 
. 
SNG-SECOND, and SNG-THIRD turned ON, and the other bits turned_ OFF. A 
bitvec1:or representing· ''third.:.person 1 plural" would have the PL-THIRD bit 
turned ON, and all the other bits turned OFF. If these two bitvectors were in-
tersected, no bits would remain on, and the agreement would fail. If, however, 
the second bitvector were intersected with a bitvector for "plural" (PL-FIRST, 
PL-SECOND, PL-THIRD), then the PL-THIRD bit would remain on as a result 
and the agreement would succeed. 
It might appear that in exchange for efficient run-time processing of 
agreement, this design creates bitvectors of unwieldy size. In practice, this is 
quite unlikely to be the case. Most agreement features are binary-valued 
(MASC/FEM, SNG/PL) or have at most a very small set of values 
(MASC/FEM/NEUT,' SNG/DUAUPL). In addition, most languages use only a 
small number of agreement features, so that the agreement vector will in 
general be quite manageable in size. 
We have seen how the grammar writer defines the agreement feature 
values in the morph section which determine the internal agreement bitvector. 
Now let's examine how she uses the agreement values in the lexicon to define 
specific agreement bit~ctors for each lexical entry. Requiring the user to define 
bitvectors in terms of the internal representation above (e.g. SNG-FIRST, SNG-
SECOND, SNG-THIRD) would be very clumsy and time-consuming; instead we 
will again let the assembler convert a user representation into our internal bit-
vector forn1at. 
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Here are some examples of agreement vectors that the user could enter in 
the lexicon, with their corresponding internal bitvector representations. A 
detailed explanation will follow: ~-
• < FIBST > = SNG-FIRST PL-FIRST (i.e. all bits with FIRST value are turned ON) 
• < SNG > = SNG-FIRST SNG-SECOND SNG-THIRD (i.e. all bits with SNG value are turned ON) 
• < FIRST SECOND > = SNG-FIRST SNG-SECOND PL-FIRST PL-SECOND . 
(i.e. all bits with either FIRST or SECOND value are turned ON) 
• < FffiST SNG > = SNG-FIRST SNG-SECOND SNG-THIRD PL-FIRST 
(i.e. all bits with either FIRST or SNG value are turned ON) 
• < THIRD*PL > = PL-TIITRD (i.e. all bits with both THIRD and PL values are turned ON) 
• < FIRST*PL THIRD*PL > = PL-FIRST PL-THIBD (i.e. all bits with either FIRST and PL, or THIRD and PL are turned ON) 
If the user enters "< FIRST >" as the agreement information for a lexical 
entry, the compiler will create a bitvector with the SNG-FIRST and PL-FIBST 
bits on. This entry would agree with another entry whose bitvector had either 
of these bits on. For example, suppose the user defines another lexical entry 
with"< SNG >" as the agreement vector. This translates to an internal bitvec-
tor of SNG-FIRST SNG-SECOND SNG-THIRD. Now note that these two bit-
vectors agree on the bit SNG-FIRST. This is crucial. The bitvectors with user 
representations"< FIRST>" and"< SNG >" agree on the bit SNG-FIRST. They 
agree because <FIRST> constrains the PERSON to "first-person", but does not 
constrain the NUMBER, while <SNG> constrains the NUMBER to "singular", 
71 
but does not constrain the PERSON. 
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The vector that the user defines for a-lexical entry indicates constraints on 
agreement; not agreement features. Thus, the empty user agreement vector "< 
>" imposes no constraints, and is assembled into the internal bitvector ~th all 
agreement bits on (the setting of the additional morph bits will be explained 
later). Finally, note that "< >" is equivalent to <SNG PL> and to <FIRST 
SECOND THIRD>. 
My hope, of course, is that the user need not think about the internal bit-
vector representation at all. Having def med the set of agreement features in the 
morph section, she can then write the user agreement vectors in the lexicon 
directly from the nature of the lexical entries, without thought to the machine 
implementation of agreement processing. 
5.2 Additional Morphological Information 
Additional morphological information can be included in the internal bit-
. -
vector by defining other morphological symbols outside the agreement feature 
sets in the morph section (as was shown with the GEN symbol to indicate 
"genitive"). Each of these symbols will indicate one binary piece of morphologi-
cal inf orn1ation, and will map to one bit in the internal bitvector. 
When the RVG assembler reads the morph section, it will create a bitvec-
tor mask corresponding to just the agreement bits in the internal bitvector. 
This mask will be used when agreement checks occur (i.e. bitvectors are inter-
sected) to ensure that only the agreement bits are checked, and not the ad-
ditional morphological features. 
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The additional morphological features can be used for two purposes: to 
constrain production firing, and to c~ inf ori:uation for semantic or pragmatic 
~---"'" 
analysis. At this time, we will only be concerned with how the morphological 
features can constrain production firing. When a production is defined in the 
RVG grammar, a morphological vector can be defmed for that production. This 
morphological vector may contain any of the bits that have been defmed as ad-
,, 
ditional morphological features in the morph section. The production's mor-
phological vector constrains the production such that the production may only 
fire if its morphological vector "agrees" with the morphological features of the 
current lexical entry. That is, the intersection of the production morphological 
vector and the additional morphological features of the lexical entry must be 
non-empty. 
The agreement features and the non-agreement features in the morph 
vector are completely separate; there is no interaction between them. The 
agreement features are used in agreement operations, and the non-agreement 
features are used to constrain productions. They could be def med in two 
separate vectors (and might well be better off that way). I have only chosen to 
leave them together because the current structure of the RVG system supports 
one morph vector, and changing that would require extensive revisions through-
out the system. 
Now that we have described the structure of the morph vector from both 
the user and the internal perspectives, let's examine one more example. Here is 
• 
a simple paradigm as it might be defined in the lexicon: 
morph { SNG PL} { l'J:RST SECOND 'rBmD} GEN 
paradigms 
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m BED 
I < SNG > 
. 
s < PL > 
's < SNG GEN > 
s' < PL GEN,> 
., 
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Each paradigm. defines a unique set of affixes and their corresponding 
agreement vectors. This set of affixes may be valid for many lexical entries. 
When an individual lexical entry is defined, it can refer to the appropriate 
paradigm to indicate the set of affixes it will take. 
In this example, a paradigm. BED is defined. The / symbol indicates a 
zero-affix, and its agreement vector is <SNG>. The s affIX is defmed with an 
agreement vector of <PL>, and so on. Thus, the definition of affixes and agree-
ment vectors is condensed into one instance, instead of being duplicated for each 
lexical entry with this affix pattern. 
5.3 Affix Agreement Actions 
Besides the agreement vectors in the lexicon and the productions, the 
gram.mar writer must add one other thing to the RVG input ftles to complete the 
agreement system: the 'agree' action itself must be added to the grammar in the 
appropriate places. A new syntactic action, 'agree', will be added to the RVG 
system to be used for agreement checking. It may have one Qfthree forn1s: 
(a} gramrole agree gramrole · 
(b} gramrole agree lex 
( c} gramrole agree agree_spec 
In all cases a gramrole may be either a user-defined grammatical role or the 
CURR role. 
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An agree action in notation (a) above means that the agreement vectors 
found in ·the References corresponding to each gramrole are bit-intersected 
(masked for only the agreement bits) to test the agreement. If there is a bit on 
in the result vector, then the agreement succeeds·. If so, the result vector is 
loaded into the agreement vector of the lefthand gramrole, and parsing con-
tinues. If the agreement fails, then the production fails and the parser must try 
another production, or backtrack. 
In notation (b), the agreement vector from the gramrole's Reference is 
tested for agreement with the agreement vector returned by lexical lookup for 
the current lexical entry. Again, if agreement succeeds the result is loaded into 
the gramrole's agreement vector. In practice, this action may often be used as 
CURR agree lex 
to load the lexical entry's agreement vector into CURR. If the CURR gramrole 
has just been re-initialized to an empty Reference (by the newref action) then 
the agree action in effect just loads the lexical agreement vector into CURR's 
Reference. A newly initialized Reference has an agreement vector with all bits 
on, so the bit intersection operation just loads in the other vector. 
Finally, the grammar writer may use agree to test a grarorole's agree-
ment vector against an explicit specification, such as: 
SUBJ agree <THIRD*SG> 
to test the agreement vector of the SUBJ role's Reference for agreement with 
the third person singular. 
Each form of the agree action can be used to perform a slightly different 
'\ 
task. The first variant actually enforces agreement between grammatical roles. 
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The second variant retrieves affix agreement material from the lexicon. The 
third variant allows the grammar to specify agreement constraints above and 
beyond those imposed by individual lexical entries. 
5.4 Affix Agreement Examples 
I vvill now demonstrate how this affrx agreement design works by proceed-
ing step-by-step through some simple examples. The lexicon and grammar frag-
ments that I provide for these examples are for illustrative purposes only; I do 
not mean to imply that they are appropri~ RVG representations of a com-
_ prehensive English grammar. The first examples will illustrate the processing 
of subject-verb and determiner-head agreement in English. 
5.4.1 Internal and External Agreement in English 
Let us continue to use the morph vector we have already defmed: 
morph {SG PL} {FIRST SECOND THIRD} 
Thus the internal bitvector for this grammar (always shown inside double angle 
c~"'ir 
brackets) is: 
<<FIRST-SG SECOND-SG THIRD-SG 
FIRST-PL SECOND-PL THIRD-PL>> 
The lexicon we will use is shown in Figure 2. 
,,/,,,,--~~~-=~'ilet's see what happens when the parser is given the input A clock 
ticks. 
(1) The production NP fires, and executes the actions save NP and 
newref. The first action saves the CURR register values to the NP boundary, 
and the second action assigns a new reference to CURR. This creates two acces-
sible. references, to allow for the possibility of left-embedded genitives ("A 
neighbor's clocks ... ''). 
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paradigms 
rn BED 
I 
s 
rn SHEEP 
I 
m PULL 
I 
s 
mA 
I 
m THE 
I 
entries 
e clock 
e sheep 
e tick 
e graze 
e a 
e the 
<THIRD*SG> 
<TH!RD*PL> 
<FIRST SECOND THIRD*PL> 
<THIRD*SG> 
<THIRD*SG> 
<THIRD> 
cat NOUN 
cat NOUN 
cat VINTRANS 
cat VINTRANS 
cat DET 
cat DET 
,,._ 
' -
morph 
morph 
morph 
morph 
morph 
morph 
clock BED 
-
sheep SHEEP 
- -tick PULL 
- -graze PULL 
- -a A 
- -the THE 
-
Figure 2: Sample RVG Lexicon 
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(2) The production DET frres, and.executes the action CURR agree lex. 
,. 
The lexical entry is A, which.has an agreement vector of <<THIRD-SG>>. The 
CURR role takes this vector. 
(3) The production HEAD fires, and executes the actions NP agree 
CURR and NP agree lex. The first action merges material in the CURR 
agreement vector (including the agreement vect.or from the dete1n1iner) with 
any material in the NP register. The second action tests for agreement between 
the current lexical entry, clock, and the NP register. Since the entry clock has 
an agreement vector of <<THIRD-SG>>, the agreement between the deter-
miner and the head succeeds. Finally, the action newref executes to assign a 
new reference to CURR. 
( 4) The production TENSE fires, and executes the action CURR agree 
lex. The lexical entry is ticks, which has an agreement vector of 
<<THIRD-SG>>. The CURR role (new Reference) takes this vector. Next the 
actions save TENSE and newref are executed, to save the state again and copy 
the gram.role value from CURR to TENSE. The TENSE gramrole now 
references the agreement vector from the tensed verb. 
(5) The production SUBJ now fires because we have seen the tensed verb 
and the unmarked NP. This production executes the actions sa_ve SUBJ and 
SUBJ := NP, which save the state from CURR to SUBJ and copy the gramrole 
value from NP to SUBJ. We have now made A clock the subject of the sen-
tence. Finally, the action SUBJ agree TENSE is executed to check the subject-
verb agreement. The agreement vectors from the References indexed by the 
SUBJ and TENSE gram.roles are intersected, and the result (<<THIRD-SG>>) 
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is stored ·in the SUBJ agreement vector. The agreement has succeeded so pars-· 
ing continues. 
Now, for comparison, let's see what happens with the input A clock tick. 
All parsing activity for steps (1), (2) and (3) is identical. 
( 4) The production TENSE fires, and executes the action CURR agree 
lex. The lexical entry is tick, which has an agreement vector of <<FffiST-SG 
SECOND-SG FffiST-PL SECOND-PL THIRD-PL>>. The CURR role (new 
Reference) takes this vector. The actions save TENSE and newref execute 
also, so that the TENSE gramrole is indexing the agreement vector listed just 
above. 
( 5) The production SUBJ fires as before, executing the arions save SUBJ 
! 
and SUBJ := NP. Finally, the action SUBJ agree TENSE i~ executed to check 
the subject-verb agreement. The SUBJ vector is <<THIRD-SG>>, and so the 
two vectors have no bits in common. The agreement fails, the parser is unable 
to fmd an alternative parse, and the input sentence is rejected. 
'" 
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Now let's look at another example: The sheep graze. 
( 1) The production NP fires, and executes the actions save NP and 
newref. 
(2) The production DET fires, and executes the action CURR agree lex. 
The lexical entry is The, which has an agreement vector of <<TH1RD-SG 
THIRD-PL>>. The CURR role takes this v~ctor. 
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(3) The production HEAD fires, and executes the actions NP agree 
CURR and NP agree lex. The lexical entry is sheep, which has an agreement 
vector of <<THIRD-SG TB I RD-PL>>. The deter,,,iner/head agreement suc-
ceeds, and the action newref is executed. The NP gramrole now indexes the 
Reference for the noun phrase. The agreement vector is <<THIRD-SG 
1'8 I RD-PL>>, which means that the phrase could be singular or plural. 
( 4) The production TENSE fires, and executes the action CURR agree 
lex. The lexical entry is graze, which has an agreement vector of <<FffiST-SG 
SECOND-SG FffiST-PL SECOND-PL THIRD-PL>>. The CURR role (new 
Reference) takes this vector. The actions save TENSE and newref execute 
also, so that the TENSE gramrole is indexing the agreement vector listed just 
above. 
( 4) The production SUBJ fires, because the prereq11isite tensed verb and 
unmarked NP have been parsed. The actions save SUBJ and SUBJ := NP are 
executed, making the noun phrase the subject of the sentence. Finally, the ac-
tion SUBJ agree TENSE is executed to check the subject-verb agreement. The 
two vectors agree with a result of <<THIRD-PL>>. The result is stored in the 
SUBJ vector, so that the SUBJ has now been constrained to the plural by· the 
verb. 
5.4.2 Inversion Agreement 
Now let's look at an example of subject-verb inversion in English. How 
will RVG process the input Does the clock tick? 
(1) The production QUES fires, and executes these actions: 
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CURR agree lex 
save TENSE 
newref 
to save the state in TENSE and set the grarorole pointing to the agreement vec-
tor <<TIIlRD-SG>>. 
(2) The production NP frres, and executes ·the actions 
save NP 
newref 
(3) The production DET fires, and executes CURR agree lex, which loads 
<<THIRD-SG THIRD-PL>> into CURR's gram.role. 
( 4) The production HE.AD fires, and executes these actions: 
NP agree CURR 
NP agree lex 
newref 1-t,·. 
The CURR agreement vector is merged into the NP role and refmed to 
<<THIRD-SG>> (clock must be singular). 
( 5) The production SUBJ fires, as we have seen the tensed verb and the 
unmarked NP. The actions 
save SUBJ 
SUBJ:= NP 
SUBJ agree TENSE 
are executed. The SUBJ role indexes the NP agreement vector, and the agree 
action succeeds because both roles have <<THIRD-SG>> vectors. The parser 
continues with the input. 
5.4.3 External Agreement in Abkhaz 
I will now attempt to sketch out how RVG agreement processing would 
work for one example each of internal and external agreement in other lan-
guages. First let's look at example (3) from section 2: 
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(sara) a-x c'-k a 
X ART-chi.1d-PL 
a-sq '-k a 
AR'?-book-PL 
0-r -s-to-yt' 
ABS.3-DAT.3.PL-ERG.1.SG-give.DYN-FDI 
'Z give the books to the chi1dren.' 
In this example, the predicate give shows affix agreement for person with 
the absolutive ar~ment, and for person and number with the dative and er-
gative arguments. The agreement vector definition is: 
morph { ERG ABS DAT} { 1ST 2ND 3RD} { SNG PL} 
The case role features will be used to allow the predicate to test for person and 
number agreement with each of the three noun phrases. In the lexicon, the 
noun affixes will have agreement vectors that specify person and number, e.g. 
<3RD*PL> for the affix shown for the word book. Since no case feature is 
' 
specified, this vector will agree with any case; the noun inherently has no case, 
and could be used in any case role. 
The predicate affixes in the lexicon will specify person, number, and case, 
e.g. <DAT*3RD*PL ABS ERG> for the dative affix of the predicate. The ABS 
and ERG features are listed to allow any features for those cases to "pass 
through". Lexical lookup builds the agreement vector for the lexical entry by 
combining (bit intersection) the internal bitvectors of all the affixes on the word. 
In this example, there are three affixes with agreement vectors of 
<ABS*3RD DAT ERG> 
<DAT*3RD*PL ABS ERG> 
<ERG*lST*SNG ABS DAT> 
Each vector specifies the exact features for the case role being matched, but al-
lows all features for the other two case roles. When the vectors are combined by 
lexical lookup, the final agreement vector for this lexical entry is: 
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<ABS*3RD DAT*3RD*PL ERG*lST*SNG> 
which is exactly what we want. 
,, 
! 
We also need to define three grammatical roles to hold the noun :ehrases 
as we parse: ERG, ABS, and DAT. As each noun phrase is parsed, actions are 
executed to save the agreement vector to the corresponding role, and then to 
refme it to be specific to that role. For example, when the dative NP is parsed, 
the actions: 
CURR agree lex 
save DAT 
DAT agree <DAT> 
are executed. The first two actions move the agreement vector <3RD*PL> to the 
DAT role. The agree action refines this vector to be <DAT*3RD*PL> (i.e. it will 
no longer agree with the ABS or ERG cases). Each of the noun phrases is 
parsed in this manner. Then when we parse the predicate, the actions 
CURR agree lex 
save TENSE 
ABS agree TENSE 
ERG agree TENSE 
DAT agree TENSE 
are executed to check the agreement between the predicate and each of the case 
roles. The dative role agrees because both vectors have the DAT-3RD-PL bit on. 
The other roles agree as well, and the parser continues. 
5.4.4 Internal Agreement in Latin 
ment: 
Next let's look at example (4) from section 2 for processing internal agree-
vir bonus puero bono 
man-NOM good-HOM boy-DAT good-DAT 
1ibrum bonum dedit 
book-1'CC good-ACC gave 
'The good man gave the good boy 
a good book . ' 
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For this example our agreement vector will need to represent the case fea-
ture, with values of { NOM DAT ACC } . 
For each noun phrase in this input, the following sequence of events will 
occur: 
(1) The production NOUN fires, and executes these actions: 
CURR agree lex 
save NP 
newref 
These actions will save the state in the NP boundary and load the agreement 
vector index into the NP role. 
(2) The production ADJ fires and executes the action NP agree lex. This 
' :1 
action checks case agreement between the head noun and the adjective that fol-
lows it. 
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In this section I provide a descriptive specification of the programming 
changes that are needed to implement the proposed affix agreement system in 
the RVG system, by modifying the most current version at this date (3.5), im-
plemented in Objective-C and YACC on Sun workstations. 
6.1 RVG Object Classes 
6.1.1 New Object Class Definitions 
Two new object class definitions are needed to implement the proposed 
agreement system. I list them below with a description of the structure and 
functionality required for each. 
(1) RefQueue -- The RefQueue object class will maintain the priority 
queue of References. It should have the following private variables: 
• a fixed length array of References 
• an equivalent array of time-stamp values to record the last access 
time for each Reference (used when it needs to find a Reference to 
re-use) 
Methods must be provided to: 
• return an index to a new Reference (may require "recycling" an old 
Reference) 
'' 
• set or get an agreement vector given an index to a Reference (using 
the corresponding Reference methods) 
(2) Reference -- This class represents the references. At this time it 
doesn't do too much, so it could perhaps be implemented as a standard data 
structure instead. Private variables are: 
• an agreement bitvector 
• a pointer to semantic information 
ii 
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Methods must be provided to set and get the agreement vector. 
6.1.2 Object Class Modifications 
The existing RVG object class StateReg needs to be modified to implement 
affix agreement. StateReg represents an RVG state register. The BRegs struc-
ture is an array of StateRegs, each of which is associated with a syntactic 
boundary. The following data fields need to be added to StateReg: 
• String BoundaryLabel 
• id RefQueue 
• int Gramrole 
Additional methods must be provided to: 
• initialize all the fields to an appropriate state for beginning a sen-
tence 
• set and get the BoundaryLabel name 
• set and get the Gramrole index value 
• set and get the agreement vector ( using the corresponding RefQueue 
methods and passing the Gramrole value) 
• store a boundary, i.e. set Syn.State, RefQueues and Gram.role values 
• resume a boundary, i.e. get SynState, RefQueues and Gram.role 
values when backtracking 
6.2 Grammar Assembler Modifications 
The specification of the grammar source file has changed to incorporate 
the features needed for the affix agreement system. The new specification is 
shown in Appendix A along with a description of the changes. I am indebted to 
Carmel Owens for providing the original grammar and lexicon source file 
specifications in [Owens 90]. 
6.3 Lexicon Assembler Modifications 
The specification of the lexicon source file has likewise changed and is 
shown along with its description in Appendix B. 
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Note that the paradigms section of the lexicon source file .. is not shown in 
. this specification because it is not parsed by the lexicoit assembler but rather by 
a separate program that builds the lexical lookup trie. The paradigms can have 
an agreement vector·· specified for each distinct affix listed in the paradigm.. The 
agreement vector formerly had the following specification: 
agreevec ::= LBRACKET agreelist RBRACKET 
agreelist ::= agreelist NAME 
: : = NAME 
Under the proposed agreement system, the new specification for this agreement 
vector will be: 
agreevec 
agreelist 
agreeterm 
.. -
-• • 
.. -
.. -
.. = 
• • 
.. -
.. -
.. -
.. -
LBRACKET agreelist RBRACKET 
agreelist agreeterm 
/\ 
agreeterm ASTERISK NAME 
agreeterm NAME 
: : = NAME 
As the RVG assembler parses the agreement vectors in the paradigms section, 
it will need to convert each agreement vector into its internal bitvector represen-
tation to be stored in the lexical lookup trie. 
One way to do this is to have the assembler first create the internal bit-
.,~. 
vector corresponding to each individual feature value defined in the morph sec-
tion. For example, given a morph definition of: 
morph { SG PL} { 1ST 2ND 3RD } 
the full internal bitvector would be: 
<< SG-1ST SG-2ND SG-3RD PL-1ST PL-2ND PL-3RD >> 
and the assembler would create an internal data table like this: 
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·Feature Value 
-------------
SG 
PL 
1ST 
2ND 
3RD 
Internal Bitvector 
---------.-----------
<< SG-1ST SG-2ND SG-3RD >> 
<< PL-lST PL-2ND PL-3RD >> 
<< SG-lST PL-1ST >> 
<< SG-2ND PL-2ND >> 
<< SG-3RD PL-3RD >> 
Then, as the assembler parses the lexical agreement vectors, it need only 
combine these internal representations in simple bit operations to create the 
correct final internal bitvector for that lexical affix. If two feature values are 
listed in the lexical agreement vector, e.g. <AB >, then the assember retrieves 
the bitvectors corresponding to each v~ue and performs a bitwise OR, on them 
to create the proper result. If two values are listed with'*', e.g. <A* B >, then 
the bitvectors are ANDed together to create the result. Any lexical agreement 
vector can be properly converted to its internal representation simply by apply-
ing these rules and using the precedence of AND before OR, e.g. < A B * C > is 
processed as: 
bitvector of A OR (bitvector of BAND bitvector of C) 
The following algorithm will generate the internal bitvector for each fea-
ture value: 
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Let F = number of features 
Let V[i] = number of values for feature. i 
Let N = number of bits in bitvector 
·'%::
1 ( i . e . V [ 0 ] * V [ 1 ] * . . . * V [ F -1 ] ) 
Let B[i,j,k] = bit k of bitvector for value j 
of feature i 
n := N 
FOR • 0 TO F-1 1 . = • 
p . = n I V [i] • 
FOR • 0 TO V[i]-1 J . = • 
FOR k . = 0 TO N-1 • 
IF (k mod n) I • p - J -
THEN B[i,j,k] . - 1 • -
n ·= n I V [i] • 
The most significant changes that are needed for the run-time system are 
the new functions to implement the actions. They are as follows: 
( 1) gramrole assignment 
gramrolel := gramrole2 
PSEUDOCODE: 
IF gramrole2 = UnboundValue 
THEN error 
ELSE 
set gramrolel index to gramrole2 index 
(2) set CURR gram.role to new reference 
newref 
PSEUDOCODE: 
get next Reference index using RefQueue 
object method 
clear Reference's agreement vector 
get new SemPtr for Reference 
set CURR gramrole to index Reference 
(3) agreement action 
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( a) gramrolel agree gramrole2 
PSEUDOCODE: 
IF gram a 1 = UnboundValue THEN error 
ELSE IF amrole2 = UnboundValue THEN error 
ELSE 
get gramrolel agreement vector 
get gramrole2 agreement vector 
result ;.,= agreevecl BIT-AND agreevec2 
IF result= 0 THEN return(FAILURE} 
ELSE I 
set gramrolel agreement vector to 
result 
return{SUCCESS} 
(b} gramrole agree lex 
PSEUDOCODE: 
IF gramrole = UnboundValue THEN error 
ELSE 
get gramrole agreement vector 
get lex entry agreement vector 
result:= agreevecl BIT-AND agreevec2 
IF result= 0 THEN return{FAILURE} 
ELSE 
set gramrolel agreement vector to 
result 
return{SUCCESS} 
{ c) gramrole agree agreement_vector 
PSEUDOCODE: 
IF gramrole = UnboundValue THEN error 
ELSE 
get gramrole agreement vector 
result := agreevecl BIT-AND agreevec2 
IF result= 0 THEN return(FAILURE) 
ELSE 
set gramrolel agreement vector to 
result 
return{SUCCESS) 
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7 CONCLUSIONS 
In this thesis I have proposed an architecture for affix agreement process-
ing in the Register Vector Grammar parsing system. I have strived to make the 
agreement system as flexible as possible, while still adhering to the RVG ·prin-
ciples of real-time processing with fixed finite resources. I would now like to 
return to Barlow's eight points of inquiry, and review the proposed agreement 
processing design in light of them. 
7.1 Eight Points of Inquiry· Review \ 
(1) Domain -- what kinds of elements ag:ee with 
what kinds of elements in what kinds 
of graoaua.tical configurations 
The proposed system is quite flexible in this area. The grammar writer may 
provide an agreement vector with any lexical entry. She may define any num-
ber of gramroles to hold lexical agreement information. She may write agree 
actions for any pairs of gramroles in any productions. There are no a priori 
constraints imposed by the agreement system on which constituents may par-
ticipate in an agreement action. 
(2) Features -- in what properties rnay gra,cuuatical 
elements agree 
Here again the proposed system is very flexible. The grammar writer has com-
plete control over the definition of agreement features and the possible values 
for these features. 
(3) Directionality -- which e1ement is the "contro11er" 
and which is the "target", or is 
agreernent non-directional? 
The RVG agree action is directional: the lefthand grarnrole is updated with the 
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result of the agreement bitvector intersection. The grammar writer does have 
-~ 
control over what gramrole appears on the left and what gramrole appears6n 
~r~. . J 
r--j 
The grammar writ,er may also simulate non-directional 
using two agree actions with the gramrole positions switched, e.g. 
SUBJ agree TENSE 
TENSE agree SUBJ 
( 
eement by 
This will place the agreement result into both gramroles. Thus, the system can 
be made somewhat flexible on this point despite its bias toward directionality. 
(4) Strictness -- how exactly do the agreeing sets of 
categories match up? 
Here we arrive at the "irregular" cases. The proposed system may not be ex-
pressive enough to deal with these difficult situations elegantly. It is not easy ro 
predict how flexible the system will be for these cases without studying specific 
examples in detail. 
One that we can examine is Barlow's example of the Semitic n11merals '3' 
to '10' taking the opposite gender of their head noun. One approach to this 
problem would be to make a separate paradigm. for these numerals in the lex-
icon, with the gender of the affu:es backwards -- i~e. mark the feminine affix as 
MASC, and vice versa. Then the agreement action would succeed. 
If this solution is not satisfactory (perhaps because we want the true 
gender meaning of the affix shown in its agreement vector), then we would need 
to get involved with special syntactic productions for these numerals -- one for 
each gender. If the numeral had a feminine affix, it would only allow a certain 
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production to fire that had an action of NP agree <MASC>. There would be an 
analogous production for the masculine affix. ( 
At any rate, I believe that in general it will be possible to construct gram-
mars that can process these special cases, although they may not always do so 
in what would be considered a straightforward and elegant fashion. The ques-
tion is whether it is unjustified to have to construct "irregular" grammar produc-
tions to process these "irregular" agreement cases. 
The alternative is to add much more power to the syntactic actions, such 
as by providing conditional control. This would allow · agreement actions to be 
executed conditionally, perhaps depending on certain agreement features of the 
current lexical entry. Adding capabilities such as these will of course bring 
along entirely new sets of problems to address. 
(5) Con£1ict -- when two or more patterns 0£ agreement 
are in con£1ict, what kinds of "raso1ution 
rules" operate? 
Here again we immediately find ourselves wishjng for some control structures in 
the syntactic actions. The resolution rules that are invoked when conflict occurs 
may not result in simple testing of agreement features. They may req11ire an p 
active lie to insert the correct feature value into the test -- e.g. the example 
shown earlier where the verb shows a MASC affix when the conjoined subject 
has FEM and NEUT affixes. It is very difficult to say whether these phenomena 
can be adequately represented within the proposed design; certainly it will be a 
bit cumbersome. 
(6) Variation -- under what circ1mstances are there 
alternative agreement options? 
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The example shown earlier for variation again has a conjoined subject, just as 
the example of conflict does. The flexibility of the agreement system to handle 
these phenomena of conflict and variation will depend to some extent on how 
conjunction is handled in the processor. If special's~tic productions are 
needed to open and close conjoined subjects, and perhaps even special gramroles 
to process the semantics, then the agreement system may be able to take advan-
tage of these to handle the unusual agreement patterns that occur. 
Otherwise, the agreement system itself may need to force changes in the 
syntactic processing (i.e. additional productions or graroroles) to handle these 
difficult cases. This is an area where no answer will be clear until attempts are 
actually made to build RVG grammars for these languages. 
(7) Function -- what syntactic, semantic, or pragmatic 
functions may agreement se~ve? 
The function of agreement is essentially a theoretical issue, and I do not see any 
I 
\_J 
way in which the proposed agreement system constrains theories of agreement 
function. 
(8) Change -- what are the diachronic sources of 
systerns of agreement? 
This topic is also theoretical in nature. As I discussed earlier, the grammar 
writer will be able to model grammars at different stages of diachronic change. 
I do not see any constraints on diachronic theory imposed by the proposed sys-
tem. 
7 .2 Future Directions 
Two unresolved issues present themselves for future work in tbis area. 
The first is how we should model conjoined noun phrases in RVG. It is common 
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for the conjoined NP to take on feature values that are distinct from the values 
. -~ 
of its constituents. 'Yill we maintain a separate gramrole to represent the c~)-
junction of the individual constituents? Will it be not a gramrole but a Refer-
ence? How will the appropriate features be established for the conjoined NP? 
I have not explored these issues deeply enough to have any answers ready 
for these questions; to my knowledge neither has anyone else. 
The second question is that of whether we really need control structures 
in the syntactic actions of RVG. This question is related to the first one, because 
conjoined NPs are one of the more difficult things to model in the 
existing/proposed syst.em. If it is not possible to model them within the data 
structures I have proposed, then we may need some control structures to make 
this possible. 
The question of control structures is probably the most serious design 
question facing the proposed system. I have chosen for the time being to stay 
with a small, simple system that is straightforward to implement and to use. 
The system I have proposed will allow the grammar writer to model most cases 
of affix agreement. If at some time we decide this system is inadequate, we will 
be able to build upon this foundation to implement the enhancements that are 
desired. 
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AppendixA 
Grammar Specification 
A.I Grammar Specification Changes 
The following grammar specification, along with the syntactic and seman-
tic description, is from [Owens 90]. I have updated it to include the changes 
needed for affix agreement processing. Rules 1, 3, and 25 have been changed~ 
Rules 30 to 34 have been added. Rules 8 and 9 are obsolete. 
1 
2.1 
2.2 
3.1 
3.2 
4 
5.1 
5.2 
6.1 
6.2 
7.1 
7.2 
rvg syntax 
-
mprop section 
-
mprop list 
-
feat section 
feat list 
bound section 
-
boundary 
[DELETE RULE 8] 
8.1 grole_section 
8.2 
[DELETE RULE 9] 
9.1 grole_list 
9.2 
10.1 sem section 
-10.2 
11.1 sem list 
-
::= mprop section feat section 
.. = 
• • 
.. -
.. -
.. -
-• • 
.. = 
• • 
.. -
.. -
.. = 
• • 
.. -
-• • 
.. = 
• • 
.. -
-• • 
.. = 
• • 
.. -
-• • 
- -default section bound section 
macro section prod section 
- -
sem section quant section 
- -
MORPHS rnprop list 
-I\ ,. --- -
morph term 
-
mprop list morph term 
- -
FEATURES feat list 
NAlv.IE 
feat list NAME 
BOUNDARIES boundary 
/\ 
NAME 
boundary NAME 
::= GRA.~OLES grole list 
-
: : = /\ 
: := NAME 
: : = grole list NAME 
-
::= SE.MROLES sem list 
-
.. - /\ 
: := NAME 
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11.2 
12.1 quant section 
-12.2 
13.1 quant lists 
-13.2 
14.1 default section 
-14.2 
15.1 macro section 
15.2 
16 .1 rnacro_type 
17.1 macro list 
17.2 
18 
19.1 
19.2 
19.3 
19.4 
19.5 
19.6 
19.7 
19.8 
19.9 
20 
rnacro_entry 
macro vector 
prod_section 
21.1 prod_list 
21.2 
22 production 
23.1 actions 
23.2 
24.1 action list 
-24.2 
25.1 action 
25.2 
25.3 
( 
::= sem list NAME 
.. -
-• • 
.. = 
• • 
.. -
-• • 
.. -
-• • 
.. -
-• • 
.. -
-• • 
.. -
-• • 
.. -
.. -
.. -
-• • 
.. -
-• • 
.. = 
• • 
.. -
.. -
.. = 
• • 
.. = 
• • 
.. -
.. -
.. = 
• • 
.. = 
• • 
.. -
-• • 
.. -
-• • 
.. -
-• • 
.. = 
• • 
.. -
-• • 
.. = 
• • 
.. = 
• • 
.. = 
• • 
.. -
.. -
.. = 
• • 
.. -
.. -
.. -
-• • 
QUANTS quant list 
-I\ 
NAME 
quant list NAME 
-
DEFAULT COND feat vector 
/\ 
MACROS rnacro_type 
/\ 
FEAT macro list 
rnacro_entry 
-
macro list macro_entry 
DEFMACRO macro vector 
PLUSFEAT check range 
-MINUSFEAT check_range 
QUESFEAT check range 
-MACRO 
macro vector PLUSFEAT check_range 
macro vector MINUSFEAT check range 
-
macro_vector QUESFEAT check_range 
~aero vector MACRO 
-/\ 
PRODUCTIONS prod list 
-
production 
prod list production 
-
PWORD NAME NAME morph props COND 
-feat vector CHANGE feat vector 
actions 
ACTION action list 
/\ 
action 
action list action 
-
: : = SAVE NAME 
::= NAME ASSIGN NAME 
::= NAME AGREE agree vec 
-
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.i 25.4 
2s. s· 
26.1 morph_props · 
26. 2 
27.1 rnorph_prop 
27.2 
28.1 feat vector 
-28.2 
28.3 
28.4 
28.5 
28.6 
28.7 
28.8 
28.9 
29.1 check_range 
2 9. 2 
3 0 . 1 morph term 
-30. 2 
31.1 agree values 
-31.2 
32.1 agree_vec 
33.1 agreelist 
33.2 
3 4 . 1 agreeterm 
34.2 
34.3 
: : = NAME AGREE NAME 
· ·- NAME .. 
.. -
.. -
.. -
-• • 
.. = 
• • 
.. -
.. -
.. = 
• • 
.. = 
• • 
.. = 
• • 
.. = 
• • 
.. = 
• • 
.. -
-• • 
.. = 
• • 
.. = 
• • 
.. = 
• • 
.. = 
• • 
.. = 
• • 
.. -
.. -
.. = 
• • 
.. -
.. -
.. = 
• • 
.. = 
• • 
.. -
-• • 
.. -
.. -
.. -
-• • 
.. = 
• • 
.. -
.. -
MPROP morph_prop 
/\ 
NAME 
morph prop NAME 
-
PLUSFEAT check range 
-MINUSFEAT check range 
-QUESFEAT check _range 
MACRO 
feat vector PLUSFEAT check _range 
-feat vector MINUSFEAT check range 
-
-feat vector QUESFEAT check _range 
-feat vector 
-/\ 
RANGE 
/\ 
MACRO 
LBRACE agree_values RBRACE · 
NAME 
NAME 
agree_values NAME 
LBRACKET agreelist RBRACKET 
agreeterm 
agreelist agreeterm 
agreeterm NAME 
agreeterm ASTERISK NAME 
NAME 
A2 Grammar Syntax 
All labels used in the grammar are strings of combinations of letters, 
digits, and underscores, starting with a letter. 
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1 This is the outline of the whole grammar specification. A grammar 
specification consists of the following sections: morphosyntactic properties sec-
tion, feature section, default vector section, boundary register section, macro 
section, production section, serorole section, quant section, and actions section.. 
2 & .3 The morphosyntactic properties section is optional. It begins with 
the word morphosyntactic_properties and is followed by a list of morphosyntac-
tic property labels and agreement feature value sets. 
4 & 5 The feature section is required. It gives the labels for the features 
used in the gram.mar. These features represent the sequence of categories used 
in the grammar. The feature section begins with the word ordering_features, fol-
lowed by a list of features labels. 
6 & 7 The boundaries section is optional. It gives the names of the bo11nd-
ary registers used in the grammar. The boundary section begins with the word 
boundaries followed by a list of boundary register labels. 
10 & 11 The semrole section is optional3. It begins with the word semroles 
fallowed by a list of senirole labels. 
12 & 13 The quants section is optional4. It begins with the word quants 
fallowed by a list of quant labels. 
14 The default section is optional. It begins with·the word default followed 
by the word cond, followed by a feature vector. The default section specifies the 
initial or default value for the condition vector used in the pz·oduction specifica-
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tions. Any feature value specified in the cond field of an individual production 
overrides the value in the default vector. The·· ·default section is intended to 
simplify condition vector specification. 
15, 16, 17, 18 & 19 The macro section is optional. It begins with the word 
macros followed by the macro type .and a series of macro labels and feature vec-
tors. The macro labels begin with a '##' fallowed by a label when the macro is 
being defined while it begins with '#' when it is being used. The feature vectors 
begin with'+', '-',or'?' followed by a feature label or feature label .. feature label. 
,,I' 
More tban one feature label specification may be present within the feature vec-
tor. Macros which have already been defmed may also be used in defining 
another macro. At present, only feature macros exist. Additional macro types 
will be added. 
20 & 21 The production section is required. It begins with the word 
productions followed by a l!§i of productions. There may be one or more produc-
. .r 
tions in the grammar. Productions are the rules of the grammar. 
22 Productions begin with the letter ,p' followed by the production label 
which is an alphanumeric string beginning with a letter. The label is followed by 
a lexical flag ('L', 'N', 'I'). This is optionally followed by morphology indication. 
The word cond appears next, followed by the condition feature vector. This is 
' 
followed by the word change and the change feature vector. This is optionally 
fallowed by actions. 
23, 24 & 25 Actions begin with the word action. This is followed by a 
series of action functions with their appr.opriate arguments. 
' 
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26 & 27 A morphology indication ~o~ists of the word morph followed by a 
) i 
list of morphosyntactic properties labels. 
28 & 29 Feature vectors consists of a series of feature values. These fea-
ture values can begin with a macro label or '+', '-', or'?' followed by feature label 
or feature label .. feature label. Feature vectors indicate which features are "on", 
" ff' "d 't " o , or on care . 
30 & 31 An agreement feature value set in the morph section is a list of 
feature value names between curly braces. 
32, 33 & 34 An explicit agreement vector in the agree action is a list of 
agreement feature values between angle brackets. The agreement feature 
values may optionally have asterisks between them. 
A.3 Grammar Sem.antics 
2 & 3 The morphology section specifies both agreement feature values and 
independent morphological features. The agreement feature values are listed in 
sets inside curly braces. 
15 - 19 Macros for feature vectors are implemented as ternary vectors. A 
list of macro labels and their corresponding ternary vectors are maintained lo-
cally for use in feat_ vector. 
15 A new list of macro labels and corresponding ternary vectors is created. 
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18 For each macro entry the macro label is saved and a ternary vector is 
created. After processing macro_ vector, the ternary vector is saved. 
19 For each feature label with a'+' indication, the corresponding position 
in the macro vector is set to ON. For each feature label with a'-' indication, the 
corresponding position in the macro vector is set to OFF. For each feature label 
with a '?' indication, the corresponding position in the macro vector is set to 
DON'T CARE. If a range of feature labels is given, the corresponding positions 
in the macro vector for the range of features are set according to the '+', '-', '?' 
indication. If an already defmed macro is given, its vector changes the current 
macro's vector. 
22 The lexical flag 'L' indicates a Lexical production (consumes a word), 
'N' indicates a Non-lexical production (does not consume a word), 'S' indicates a 
Subcategory production (which does not cons11me a word but must be listed in 
the category list of the current lexical entry), and 'I' indicates the InitFinal 
production. The InitFinal's change vector is the initial state and its condition 
vector is the final state. There should be only one I production, which is con-
sidered Lexical. L is the default. 
25 Action functions perform a variety of actions: 
·~Save saves the state in the boundary register. 
• ShiftDown increments the Clause Level. 
• ReturnUp decrements the Clause Level. 
• FrontBegin records the Cursor position at FrontBegin. 
• FrontHead records the Cursor position at FrontHead. 
• FrontReset clears FrontBegin and FrontHead. 
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• Grarorole Assignment copies the gramrole value (must occur after a 
save action to the boundary with the same label as the lefthand 
grarnrole). 
• Agree checks agreement between two gram.roles. 
• Newref indexes the CURR grarorole to a new Reference. 
28 & 29 If macros are used, the appropriate positions in the ternary vector 
are set according to the corresponding macro vector. 
32, 33 & 34 Agreement vectors here are assembled into their internal bit-
vector representation just ·as is done for the afiix agreement vectors in the 
/;----~~adigm.s sections (see section 6 for details). 
' 
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AppendixB 
Lexicon Specification 
B.1 Lexicon Specification Changes 
The following lexicon specification, along with the syntactic and semantic 
description, is from [Owens 90]. I have updated it to include the changes needed 
for affix agreement processing. Rule 9 has been changed. Rules 18 and 19 have 
been added. 
1 
2.1 
2.2 
3 
4.1 
4.2 
5 
6.1 
6.2 
6.3 
6.4 
6.5 
6.6 
7.1 
7.2 
8.1 
8.2 
9.1 
9.2 
9.3 
9.4 
rvg_lexicon 
macro section 
macro_type 
macro list 
macro_entry 
macro vector 
check'range 
-
morph section 
-
morphology 
10.1 feat section 
10.2 
.. -
.. -
.. -
-• • 
.. = 
• • 
.. -
.. -
.. -
-• • 
.. -
.. -
.. -
.. -
.. -
.. -
.. = 
• • 
.. -
.. -
.. -
.. -
.. -
-• • 
.. -
-• • 
.. -
-• • 
.. -
.. -
.. = 
• • 
.. -
-• • 
.. -
.. -
.. -
-• • 
.. -
-• • 
.. -
-• • 
macro section morph section 
feat section entries section 
- /:} 
MACROS macro_type 
/\ 
CAT macro list 
macro_entry 
macr9 list macro entry 
- -
DEFMACRO macro vector 
NAME check_range 
MINUSPROD check_range 
MACRO 
macro vector NAME check range 
- -
macro vector MINUSPROD check_range 
macro vecto MACRO 
RANGE 
/\ 
MORPHS morphology 
/\ 
morph term 
-
morphology NAME 
morphology EWORD 
morphology CAT 
::= FEATURES feat list 
-
: := /\ 
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-.. _____ -~...-..) 
/ 
11.1 feat list 
11.2 
12 entries section 
13.1 entries list 
-13.2 
14 entry 
15.1 cat list 
-15.2 
15.3 
15.4 
16. 1 wordpath 
16.2 
17.1 word idiom 
17.2 
18 .1 morph_term 
18.2 
19.1 agree values 
-19.2 
B.2 Lexicon Syntax 
· ·- NAME .. 
: : = feat list NAME 
.. -
.. -
.. -
.. -
.. = 
• • 
ENTRIES entries list 
entry 
entries_list entry 
::= EWORD NAlv:lE CAT cat list wordpath 
-
.. = 
• • 
.. = 
• • 
.. = 
• • 
.. = 
• • 
.. -
.. -
.. = 
• • 
.. = 
• • 
.. -
.. -
.. = 
• • 
.. -
.. -
.. -
... -
.. -
-• • 
NAME 
MACRO 
cat list NAME 
cat list MACRO 
-
MORPH NAlv:lE word idiom 
-/\ 
NAME word idiom 
-/\ 
LBRACE agree values RBRA.CE 
-NAME 
NAME 
agree_values NAME 
l This is the outline of the lexicon specification. The lexicon specification 
consists of the following sections: macro section, morphology section, feature sec-
tion, and entries section. 
2, 31 4, 5, 6 & 7 The macro section is optional. It begins with the word 
macros followed by the macro type and a series of macro labels and macro vec-
tors. Macro labels begin with a '##' fallowed immediately by a label when the 
macro is being defmed, while it begins with a '#' when it is being used. Macro 
vectors begins with a production label or '-' followed immediately by a produc-
tion label or production label .. production label. More than one production label 
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specification may be present within the macro vector. Previously defmed macros 
may also be used. At present, only category vector macros are implemented. 
Other macro types will be added later. 
8 & 9 The morphology section is optional. It begins with the word 
morphosyntactic_properties. The format of the morphology section here is iden-
tical to the one in the grammar source file. 
10 & 11 The features section is optional. It begins with the word features 
<t, 
followed by a list of feature labels. 
12 & 13 The entries section is required. It begins with the word entries 
followed by a list of lexical entries. 
14 Lexical entries are required. A lexical entry begins with the letter 'e' 
followed by the lexical label (word or formation). The word cat appears next fol-
lowed by a category list. This is optional followed by wordpath. 
15 A category list is a list of category labels and/or macro labels. 
16 & 17 Wordpath begins with the word morph followed by a morphology 
specification. 
B.3 Lexicon Semantics 
1 Prior to processing any of the sections in the lexicon specification, a new 
lexicon is created, the grammar is read in from syninde:x:.rvg, and all production 
labels are obtained. After all sections have been processed, the lexicon is stored 
in lexicon.rvg. 
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2 - 7 Macros for category vectors are implemented as byte vectors. The 
production index for each "on" production is added to the'byte vector. A diction-
ary of macro labels and their accompanying byte vectors are maintained locally 
for use in cat list. 
-
( , ' 
·- .. ,/ 
\\ 
3 A new list of :µiacro labels and corresponding byte vectors is created. 
This list is converted into a dictionary after all macros of this type are def med. 
5 For each macro entry, the macro label is saved and a byte vector is 
created. After processing each entry, the byte vector and label are stored in a 
set. 
6 & 7 For each production listed without a '-' indication, a byte is set in 
the byte vector. For each production with a '-' indication, the byte is removed 
from the byte vector if it is there. A check is made to insure that the production 
labels actually exist. For each macro label, the macro's byte vector is added to 
the current byte vector. 
9 The agreement feature values specified in the morphology section should 
match exactly with those specified in the morphology section of the grammar 
source ftle. 
." 
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